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Celebrating During Tragedy
Fiona arrived very slowly which meant once she arrived to
Puerto Rico, she stayed for a long time too. After a long
day and night of rain and wind, we headed out  and began
the process of cleaning up and opening up CARD (the
mercy house). We are blessed to have solar power and a
gas stove in CARD which allowed the congregation to
serve the community in a variety of ways. 

We also had a few friends of the congregation who were
displaced and staying in local shelters. To the right is a
photo of us celebrating their September birthdays at the
shelter. So much of the work we are called to do is to walk
with people in the hard times and in the good times. This
particular day contained a little of both.    
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Left to right - Principe de Paz in Mayaguez gathered
together for a meal a few days after Fiona hit. The next
day they cooked lunch for a neighborhood nearby that
was  severely flooded.  

Hiram (Luis's dad) was confirmed the Sunday after Fiona.
We praise God for Hiram's statement of faith and the
fellowship we share with him. 

Pastor Ted Krey (Regional Director) came to visit our
team after Fiona passed and helped us assess our next
steps in recovery. 
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